
Automate your Anti-
Money Laundering (AML) 
operations for long-term 
competitive advantage.  
Have software do work that  
has always been manual

Bots that know your business.



Intelligent Automation for Anti-Money Laundering (AML)2

Although there’s a lot at stake, traditional AML 
processes are still manual and inefficient

1 Rising costs

Customer experience

Regulatory action

Employee satisfaction
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3 1 in 3 financial institutions have lost potential customers due 
to inefficient or slow onboarding processes.  A bank that fails 
AML might lose 20,000 commercial customers in a month.

The regulations are tightening, putting an increasingly more 
pressure on financial institutions. AML incidents jeopardize 
financial institution’s reputation: the average value of each 
of the top 10 bank brands is $45B. 

Most AML activities are manual and repetitive, which leads 
to a decreasing employee satisfaction,  disengagement or 
turnover. As a result, your most important processes are 
subject to human error and inconsistent quality.

Traditionally, most AML approaches have been highly 
manual, which is inefficient and difficult to scale. It’s also 
expensive: In 2019, U.S. financial services spent around 
$25.2 billion managing these risks.1

1  Source: LexisNexis
2 Source: McKinsey & Company
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Intelligent Automation for Anti-Money Laundering (AML)

Streamline the full range of manual processes

Analysts have to review entities and 
individuals by reviewing news reports 
looking for any red flags. 

Challenge 
•  News articles come as unstructured data   
 requiring judgment and quality control to   
 validate decisions  
•  High risk due to “needle in a haystack”   
 nature of process and low tolerance for risk  

Solution 
WorkFusion automates the search for 
negative articles, and augments analyst 
reviews. This can achieve a 70% reduction 
in manual work and increase coverage 
threefold.  

Results 
70% reduction in manual work

Adverse Media  
Monitoring

Payment Sanctions  
Alert Disposition

Rules-based sanctions screening software 
generates significant number of alerts, 
but typically 98% of these alerts are false 
positives.  

Challenge 
•  Free text information requiring judgment  
•  No error tolerance due to risk of fines,  
 requiring at least six-eye checks  
 (3+ people)  

Solution 
WorkFusion’s learning bots review SWIFT 
messages for several common false positive 
scenarios that cover most hits, enabling 
experts to focus on new insights and quali-
tycontrol.  

Results 
65% false-positive reduction

Legal Entity Structure

Name Screening Alert Review

Transform the process of name  
screening alert review and reduce 
cost and manual efforts

FEATURED SOLUTION FEATURED SOLUTION

Automate checking the source of 
wealth for customers to identify  
unusual or unexplained funds flows

Determine and assess the ownership and 
control structure of your client businesses  
faster and more accurately

Determine and assess the legal structure  
of the bank’s clients

Ultimate Beneficial Owner

Source of wealth
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Single platform to automate the 
full range of your core operations

“We’ve been working with WorkFusion to apply 
Intelligent Automation to Adverse Media analysis 
and disposition. We’re on track to achieve huge 
return on investment, with a more compliant and 
efficient process.”

ANDREW SZABO ,  VP SMART AUTOMATION, SCOTIABANK 

Automation can reduce variations 
and increase accuracy.

Machine learning algorithms improve 
continuously as threats evolve.

Fewer touchpoints allows shorter deal 
cycles and faster responses.

Automation enables scaling operations 
without increasing headcount.

Operational  
consistency 

Adaptive  
solution

Improved customer  
experience

Operational  
efficiency and scale
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